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Tattooing may be illegal in Kuwait but it has grown in
popularity in recent years and there are many tattoo
artists operating underground. There are numerous

customers from all walks of life - Kuwaitis and expats alike.
And requests for tattoos run the gamut of beautiful Arabic
script, shapes and faces, arm bands, tattoos in memory of a
lost loved one and more.   

Kuwait Times spoke to one tattoo artist about his experi-
ences in Kuwait. Due to the illegality of his trade, the man
did not reveal his real name. We will call him Randy. From a
South Asian nation, Randy has been here for years and is
well known within the circle of tattoo artists and ink afi-
cionados in Kuwait. 

Form of art and self-expression 
Tattoos were once the domain of sailors, pirates and

found mostly in traditional cultures. Recently, they have
become mainstream and many young creatives, designers,
writers, artists, celebrities, and ordinary folks now sport ‘ink’.

For Randy, tattooing is a form of art and self-expression.
“I think people like to express themselves through the use
of their own body. For me, it’s an option open to everyone,
although I know there are countries that prohibit it, like
Kuwait,” he said.

Randy countered that instead of vandalizing or express-
ing emotions on the streets, tattooing is better. “In express-
ing one’s self using one’s own body, you are not hurting
anyone anyway,” he said.

Everything but religious images
So what are the tattoo arts available and acceptable to

Randy as tattoo artist? “Everything except religious images,”
he said. 

“To be safe, I try not to inscribe any religious images, I
can probably do that back in my home country. But as
much as possible, I want to be safe and not to be mocked
by anyone. I don’t want to get in trouble,” he explained. 

“I can do whatever art they want or need. I have here
some pictures which I show to my customers; they can also
select pictures they like; and what I do, I trace the image
using tracing paper (stencil paper) then eventually transfer
the art to the body part where they want the art to be per-
manently placed,” he said.  

Randy has tattooed in areas of the body you would nev-
er have imagined.  Primarily, Randy’s customers know the
place where to put the tattoo. “Usually they know where to
place the tattoo. If they ask me for any recommendation I
tell them,” he said. 

Safety first
For health reasons, Randy very strictly observes the prac-

tice of throwing needles after ‘one-time’ use. “I am not only
very particular with the needles; but my customers want to
see what I have been using, so I only open the needles
when I’m in front of my customer; you know to avoid infec-
tion, and the transfer of disease,” he said. Further, Randy
said he uses gloves and stressed getting a tattoo is not too
painful and even bloodless when performed by an expert. 

Fifteen minutes to hours to days
According to Randy, simple art can be done in just 15 to

20 minutes. However, he noted, “I have some customers
who want their body to be covered with art. Of course I
need hours, if not days, to finish the art on their body.”

Randy disclosed that he also considers the pain it might
bring to one’s body: “There are some customers who have a
high tolerance to pain; for them, it’s not painful at all. But
for some who have low pain tolerance, the needle piercing
is everything,” he explained. 

Blue, black and red
The color depends on the customer’s request although

the colors blue, black and red are the most popular. “The
colors I am using are ordered from the United States. They
are specially designed to be used for tattooing and they are
permanent. I have a supplier here and they are not expen-
sive. You can actually order the permanent color from the
internet also or you can bring them from your own country
using ‘cargo.’ The colors are not illegal to order so they can
be ordered from anywhere,” he said.

Randy is not a street-smart tattoo artist, he actually stud-
ied fine arts in his home country and shared that he likes
drawing buildings and almost anything under the sun. “My
profession back in my country is really into art. Thank God
my hand is gifted by God,” he said. 

Randy started working as a tattoo artist back in 2002. “I
was a new graduate then. At that time, I remember, in my
hometown, no one was into the business of tattoos yet, so I
started it. I borrowed some money from the bank and start-
ed the business,” he said.

Randy later disclosed, “But you know, sometimes, you
are also looking for new environment. When I was invited
here in Kuwait, I grabbed the opportunity,” he acknowl-
edged. 

Randy knew his capabilities and talents. He entered
Kuwait through his father who provided him a commercial
visa through a private company. Interestingly, he started as
a band vocalist of a music band. “But parties and a singing
career here are not as lucrative as compared to my coun-
try,” he said. So Randy told his father that he is interested in
doing other things and his father supported him. Randy
then bought a tattoo machine from a friend. “Since 2009
I’ve been doing the tattoo artist’s job and I have been feed-
ing my family through this,” he admitted.

Booming business with reservations
Randy asserts earning from KD 400 to about KD 1,000 a

month through his tattoo business. Nowadays, he has no
other job apart from this. “The business is really good and
booming. But I am giving myself two more years and proba-
bly I will be settling back in my home country. I have one
child and he’s growing. I have some money saved in my
bank so I have the money to start a business back home,”
he explained. 

Randy confessed to one thing however. “Honestly, I feel
the constant anxiety operating in Kuwait because I know
this business is illegal. What if one day, a disgruntled cus-
tomer will just complain against me?” he asked.
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